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Abstract Parallel Kinematic Machines (PKMs) have many
advantages and have been widely used in the machine
industry. Benefitting from its modular structure, a PKM is
more reconfigurable than traditional serial machines. In
this paper, a new type of driving strut module and
innovative joints are designed for the Reconfigurable
Parallel Kinematic Machine (RPKM). The new driving strut
module can be changed from linear drive mode to
telescopic drive mode easily, and the new spherical joint
and universal joint are designed to achieve a large rotation
angle. The inverse kinematics problems in relation to the 6‐
DOF RPKM are analysed, and the Workspace Volume
Index (WVI) and the Global ConditionIndex (GCI) are
adopted to design the RPKM. According to the WVI and
GCI analysis of the selected parameters for two types of 6‐
DOF PKM, the dimensional parameters of the RPKM are
designed. In the end, the new type of RPKM prototype is
built, with which a wax pattern is machined.

scale and rapid changes in process technology has led to
the requirement for an increasingly efficient production
system. In order to achieve this, a reconfigurable
manufacturing system characterized by modularity,
integrability,
customization,
convertibility
and
diagnosability, which can easily be reconfigured and
respond to unpredictable market changes cost‐effectively,
is highly preferred. The earliest large‐scale research on
reconfigurable manufacture systems reported in the
literature is the Flexible Manufacture Cell (FMC) project
launched in 1977 by MITI in Japan. Other reconfiguration
projects, such as MOSYN, KERNEL and MOTION,
focused on modular machine tools. After the foundation
of the Engineering Research Center of Reconfigurable
Machining Systems (ERC/RMS) at the University of
Michigan in 1996, researchers began to develop the
theory and technology of reconfigurable manufacturing
systems systematically[1‐3].

Keywords Structure
Reconfigurable PKM

A Parallel Kinematic Machine (PKM) has many
advantages and has been widely used in machine
industry. Thanks to its modular structure, a PKM is more
reconfigurable than the traditional serial machine. With
the modular design, several modules of PKMs can be
integrated into a module set so that the modules can be
reassembled rapidly for different applications. As a
result, the recent trend in reconfigurable manufacturing
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1. Introduction
In recent years, the ever‐changing manufacturing
environment caused by intensive competition on a global
www.intechopen.com
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systems has promoted the research and development of a
novel type of machine tool called a Reconfigurable
Parallel Kinematic Machine (RPKM) [4‐5], which is based
on the parallel manipulator.
More recently, the research on RPKMs has made some
substantive progress, but some problems that should be
solved for its further application still exist [6‐7]. Firstly,
according to drive mode, the PKM can be mainly
classified into two kinds: the telescopic drive PKM,
whose struts are extendable with one end mounted on
framework or base platform and the other on the moving
platform; the linear drive PKM, whose struts have
constant length with one end mounted on a slider and the
other on the moving platform. Because both these PKMs
have their pros and cons, they are designed and applied
in respective cases: the linear drive PKM is inclined to be
adopted in machining long‐shaped parts along its
dominant movement direction, and the telescopic drive
PKM is suitable to machine more complicated shapes
other than those of a longshape [8]. It would therefore be
ideal if the RPKM can realize these two types of PKMs
with the same modular set. Moreover, these two types of
PKMs need to use the universal joints and spherical
joints. A universal joint can work with 2‐DOFs rotation,
and a spherical joint with 3‐DOFs rotation. With the
classic manufacturing process, it is difficult to fabricate a
high precision spherical joint with a large rotation angle.
To solve this problem, an integrated joint with either two
DOFs or three DOFs should be designed.
The dimensional design is another important and
challenging problem for RPKMs. Two major issues need
to be addressed in the optimal design of a PKM:
performance evaluation and synthesis. After the design of
a RPKM, it is necessary to evaluate its main
characteristics. The second problem is to determine the
dimensions (link lengths) of the RPKM, to make it most
suitable for the specific task. The latter problem is one of
the most difficult issues to solve in the field of RPKM. As
is well known, the performances of parallel kinematic
machines mainly depend upon the dimensions.
Therefore, the process of mechanism dimensional design
for a manipulator is largely based on the usage of the
criteria, such as workspace, dexterity, payload,
conditioning index and stiffness [9‐11]. Approaches in
previous work dealing with the dimensional design of
PKMs can be classified into two categories. One category
refers to the local optimal design [11‐13], focusing on
finding a family of dimensional parameters that generate
an isotropy configuration, where the platform presents
the desirable characteristics in terms of kinematics
accuracy, noise rejection and singularity avoidance.
However, due to the possible strut interference, this
family of design parameters would not be useful in the
design where the desirable orientation capability of the
moving platform is also required. The other category
2
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refers to the global optimal design [14,15], which attempts
to find a set of design parameters to minimize a weighted
cost function in terms of the specified dexterous
performance and workspace volume. The reason for
implementing global optimal design would be that
kinematics performance could not be guaranteed simply
by conducting local optimal design. However, the above
two dimensional design methods are only used for the
telescopic drive PKM or the linear drive PKM
respectively. In this paper, we will try to use the global
optimal design method to designthe RPKM.
In this paper, a new type of driving struts moduleand
joints are designed for the RPKM. The inverse kinematics
problems with regard to the two types of 6‐DOF parallel
manipulators are described and a global optimal design
index is used to design the RPKM, which can satisfy the
requirement of the RPKM and realize workspace and
dexterity capability. In the end, we show two wax
patterns milled by the RPKM.
2. Structure design
The structure of reconfigurable PKMs is similar to that of
some ordinary PKMs. They consist of common parts like:
a base platform, a moving platform on which ending
executor is installed, and some parallel‐actuated
extendible legs or movable legs between the mobile and
base platforms. Universal joints and spherical joints are
mounted on either the moving platform or the base
platform to connect platforms and legs, and to provide
multi‐position and versatile attitude.
The key modular designs of reconfigurable PKMs include
strut modules and joint modules.
2.1 Strut modules design [16]
According to driving mode, PKMs can mainly be
catalogued into two kinds: telescopic drive PKMs, whose
struts are extendable with one end mounted on the
framework or base platform and the other on the moving
platform; linear drive PKMs, whose struts have constant
length with one end mounted on a slider and the other on
the moving platform.
In figure 1, the telescopic drive mode is represented: a
driving motor (1) is mounted at one end of the telescopic
drive module. The motor drives the ball screw (2), and
the work‐piece module (3) moves along the axis of the
ball screw (2). A rod‐fix module (4) is connected to the
work‐piece module along the direction of the screw in the
linear drive module, then a constant‐length rod module
(5) and a spherical joint (6) are mounted in turn. The
length of the rod module (5) is represented by l k , and the
maximal move distance of the telescopic drive mode is
denoted by l .
www.intechopen.com

In figure 2, liinear drive mode is represeented as follow
ws: a
driving moto
or(1) is mounteed at one end of the linear drive
d
module, th
he motor driv
ves the ball screw(2),
s
and
d the
work‐piece module(3)
m
mo
oves along th
he axis of the ball
screw(2). A universal
u
join
nt (7) is moun
nted on the work‐
w
piece module, then a rod‐‐fix module (44) is connecteed to
the constant‐‐length rod module
m
(5) and
d a spherical joint
(6) are moun
nted in turn. The
T length of rod module (5)
( is
represented by l k , and th
he maximal move distancce is
represented by
b l .

rota
ation axes only
y, the sphericaal joint will bee changed into
o
univ
versal joint wiith two DOFs.

C-axiss

A-axxis

C-axiis

o the design, th
he telescopic drive
d
mode caan be
According to
changed intto linear driive mode b
by mounting the
constant‐leng
gth rod modu
ule (5)at anotther place on
n the
work‐piece module
m
(3). The
T
assemblin
ng process is very
easy and can
n be finished in
n a short perio
od of time.

Figu
ure 3. Spherical joint
j

The rotation ang
gle of C‐axis is 90 and
d the rotation
n
ation angle off
anglle of A‐axis iss 60 , so thee general rota
the new
n
type spheerical joint and
d universal joint is 60 .

C-axiis

A-axis

Figure 1.Telesccopic drive mod
de

Figure 2.Linea
ar drive mode.

2.2 Joint modu
ule design [17]
In a RPKM,, a universall joint has tw
wo DOFs, an
nd a
spherical jo
oint has thrree DOFs. With
W
the cllassic
manufacturin
ng process, itt is difficult to
o fabricate a high
precision sph
herical joint. Moreover,
M
thee general rotaation
angle of the traditional spherical jointt is no more than
20 . To ressolve this issu
ue, integrated
d joints possesssing
either two DO
OFs or three DOFs
D
are desiigned, as show
wn in
figure 3. Thee new type of spherical jo
oint includes three
t
rotation axess, which are C‐
C axis, A‐axis and C‐axis with
three DOFs. As shown in
i figure 4, whenwe
w
use two
www.intechopen.com

Figu
ure 4. Universal joint

2.3 Two
T types of 6‐‐DOF PKMs
Both
h the linear drive PKM and
d the telescop
pic drive PKM
M
have their pros and
a
cons. Theerefore, they are generally
y
desiigned to be applied in reespective casees: the linearr
driv
ve PKM is incclined to be ad
dopted in ma
achining long‐‐
shap
ped parts alon
ng its linear m
movement direction, and thee
telesscopic drive PKM is su
uitable to machine
m
moree
com
mplicated shap
pes other than
n those of a longshape. Ass
show
wn in figures 5 and 6, we asssemble two ty
ypes of PKMss
with
h the same mo
odule set.
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Figure 5.The teelescopic drive PKM
P

a The telescopicc drive PKM
a.

Figure 6. The linear
l
drive PKM
M

3. Dimension
nal design
As soon as we
w have the strructure design
n of the RPKM
M, the
most importtant step is to
o decide the dimensions
d
off the
mportance to develop a useful
RPKM. It is of primary im
design metho
od that can reeveal the relattionships betw
ween
the criteria and
a
link dimeensions of thee machine. Firrstly,
the kinematiccs model of th
he RPKM is bu
uilt and the criiteria
indexes are formulated. Then we gett the dimensiional
ndex
ugh analysing
g the Workspaace Volume In
results throu
(WVI) and th
he Global Cond
ditioning Indeex (GCI) [14].
3.1 Kinematics model
Kinematics models of th
hese two typ
pes of PKM are
developed as
a shown in figure 7. Th
he vertices off the
moving plattform are deenoted as plaatform joints Ai
( i  1, 2, 3,..., 6 ), and the vertices of th
he base platee are
d global referrence
denoted as Bi ( i  1, 2, 3,,...,6 ). A fixed
c
system  : o  xyz is locaated at the ceentre of the circle
B1 ...B6 with the z axis veertical to the base
b
plate and
d the
h OB1 . The ciircumcircle raadius
y axis in coincidence with
A
referrence
of points B1...B6 is denotted as R B . Another
frame, definiing the top fraame  : oʹ xyz , is locateed at
the centre of the circlle A1...A6 . The z axiis is
perpendiculaar to the moving platform aand y axis parrallel
oints
to the vecto
or OA1 . The circumcircle radius of po
A1...A6 is deenoted as R A . Vector Ai Bi is denoted as
a Li
( i  1, 2, 3,..., 6 ), and the link length for each leeg is
denoted as l , where Ai Bi  l , ( i  1, 2, ...,6 ). Becausee the
structure
is
symm
metrical,  B  2 / 3  B
and
 A  2 / 3  A .
4
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b. The linear d
drive PKM
Figu
ure 7. The geometric architecturre of the 6‐DOF parallel
man
nipulators.

The objective of the inverse kinematics solution
s
is to
o
g from the po
ose of the mov
ving platform
m
defiine a mapping
in th
he Cartesian space
s
to the seet of actuated
d leg inputs in
n
ordeer to achieve the aim pose. For this anallysis, the posee
of the
t
moving platform
p
is asssumed to bee known. Thee
O   and thee
posiition is given
n by the posittion vector Oʹ
orieentation is giveen by a matrix
x R . Then it is shown

O ʹ     x y z 

T

(1))

The rotation of co
oordinate systeem ʹ relative to  can bee
exprressed by the rotation matriix

c c c s s  s c c s c  s s 


R  s c s s s  c c s s c  c s 
 s

c s
c  c



(2))

The vectors  Bi  in the base p
platform coord
dinate system
m
 can be written as:
www.intechopen.com

Bi   R B cos((i  1)   / 3),R B sin((i  1)   / 3),zi  ,(i  1,3,5)

R B cos((i  2)   / 3  B ), 
Bi    R sin((i  2)   / 3   ),z 
B
i
 B
(i  2,4,6)

(3)

The vectors  Ai  in the moving platform coordinate
system  can be written as:
 Ai    R A cos((i  1)   / 3),R A sin((i  1)   / 3),0  ,(i  1,3,5)


while when the PKM is actuated with slider legs, its
expression is

(4)

(i  1,2,...,6)

 J p1




Jp  






 Bi    Ai   Li  l i ， (i  1,2,...,6)



(6)

where li  l k ,i  1,2,...,6 if the PKM is equipped with
linear drives.
The inverse kinematics problem of the machine can be
solved by Eq. (6), where the unknown items are either l i
( i  1,2,...,6 ) for the PKM with telescopic drives, or zi
( i  1,2,...,6 ) for the PKM with linear drives.
Hence, for a given mechanism and prescribed position
and orientation of the moving platform, the required
actuator inputs can be directly computed from Eq. (6).

J p2

0
J p3
J p4

0

J p5






(13)




J p6 
 6 6

 w1 (v 1  w1 ) 


 w 2 (v 2  w 2 ) 
 w (v 3  w 3 ) 
(14)
Jq   3

 w 4 (v 4  w 4 ) 
 w (v  w ) 
5
5 
 5
 w 6 (v 6  w 6 )  66

(5)

The relationship between vectors  Ai  ,  Bi  and strut
vectors has the following form according to the geometric
constraint of the architecture:

(12)

Matrices Jp and Jq are the 6  6 forward and inverse
Jacobian matrices of the mechanism, and can be
expressed as

Therefore, the vectors  Ai  can be expressed in the base
platform coordinate system  as:

 Ai   R  Ai    O  ,

(11)

p  [z 1 ,z 2 ,z 3 ,z 4 ,z 5 ,z 6 ]T

where zi  0,i  1...6 , for PKM with telescopic drives.

R A cos((i  2)   / 3  A ), 
 A i    R sin((i  2)   / 3   ),0  ,
A
 A

(i  2,4,6)

p  [l1 ,l2 ,l3 ,l4 ,l5 ,l6 ]T

where w i is the unit vector of Li and v i  R1  A i  ʹ .
J q  I , Jqi  1,(i=1,2,...,6) ;
When the PKM is actuated with telescoped legs,
Jqi  1,(i  1,2,...,6) and J q  I ; if the PKM is equipped
with slider legs, Jqi  ( wi )z , where ( w i )z is the third
element of vector w i with respect to the z axis
coordinate. If the J q  0 , the equation can be written as:
p  J p1J qq  Jq

(15)

3.2 Workspace and index

(10)

The workspace of a PKM is the work region which the
tool can reach, and is an important indication of the
PKM’s performance. In this section, the Workspace
Volume Index (WVI) is used to represent the workspace
volume of the RPKM. A numeric method is applied to
compute the PKM’s reachable points to integrate the
workspace surface. According to the earlier research of
Huang [13], the same optimal design result for workspace
can be obtained by setting the rotation angles of the
moving platform to zero or other values. To simplify the
analysis, the three rotation angles of the moving platform
are all set to zero in this calculation.

and p is the vector of input velocities. As mentioned
earlier, there are two different types of drive modes.
When the PKM is equipped with telescoped legs, p can
be expressed as

If we are given the initial value as shown in Table 1, the
workspaces of the two kinds of PKMs are shown in figure
8 and their WVIs are 1.5x108 mm3 and 1.2x107 mm3
respectively.

Eq. (6) can be differentiated with respect to time to obtain
the velocity equation. This leads to an equation as:

J p p  Jq q

(9)

where q is the velocity vector of the moving platform
defined in the Cartesian coordinate systemas
 y,z,
   ,  ,  
q   x,

www.intechopen.com
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Dimensionaal
Variable

D
Description

Initiall
Valuee

k1   1 /  6

R A (mm)

Radius of base platform
m

200

R B (mm)

Radius o
of moving platfo
orm

400

wheere  i (i=1,2,…,6) are the singularity values
v
of thee
Jaco
obian matrix J .

l (mm)

 A (o)
 B (o)
l min (mm))
l max = l min + l

The maxiimal move rang
ge of
strut
The strutt mounted anglee on
moving platform(figuree 7)
The strutt mounted anglee on
base pllatform(figure 7)
7
PKM with telescopic legs
l
of telesco
opic
Minimal length
legs

(mm)

Maximal length of telesco
opic
legs

zmin (mm))

PKM with linear legs
Maximaal height of worrk‐
piiece module

z max = z min +
l (mm)
lk (mm)

200
60(  / 3 )

(16))

According to thee characteristtic equation of
o singularity
y
valu
ue

det( E6  J T J ) =0

30(  / 6 )

(17))

The singularity vaalue is
500
700

 i  i( J T J ) , (i=1…6)

w, the Local Conditioning
g Index (LCII) is used to
o
Now
evalluating the performance of the RPKM, wh
hich is:

200

Minimaal height of worrk‐
piiece module

400

Length
h of rod modulee

600

Table 1. The d
dimensional variiables

(18))

LCI  1 / k1   6 /  1

(19))

It has
h
been ackn
nowledged th
hat a larger value of LCII
indiicates a bettter motion d
dexterity of the moving
g
plattform. As sho
own in figuree 9, given thee dimensionall
variiables in Tablle1, the chang
ge trends of the
t
LCI valuee
can be shownin o
one X‐Y plane of the worksp
pace.

a. The telesscopic drive PKM
M
a The telescopicc drive PKM
a.

b. The lin
near drive PKM
M workspace su
urface
Figure 8. RPKM

3.3 Conditionaal number and GCI index
The conditio
on number of Jacobian mattrix J can be used
to evaluate the dexterity
y [18]. The condition
c
num
mber
expression iss written as:
6
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b. The linear d
drive PKM
Figu
ure 9.LCI of RPK
KM

xterity of X‐Y
How
wever, the LC
CI can only ev
valuate the dex
Y
plan
ne forthe PK
KM workspacce, and we adopt
a
Globall
www.intechopen.com

Condition Index (GCI) [14] to evaluate the dexterity of
whole workspace, a promising approach defined as
GCI   1 / k1dW
W

W dW

(20)

where dW is a differential workspace volume, and k1 is
the condition number of the Jacobian matrix at a given
moving platform pose, which is defined as the ratio of
maximum and minimum singularity values of the
manipulator Jacobian matrix. It is well known that a
larger value of GCI reveals a better motion dexterity of
the moving platform.
3.4 Workspace and GCI analysis

From Table 1, we can know that ten dimensional
variables should be designed. It will be very difficult
to analyse all the variables at one time. So the
discussed design variables are defined as 1   A ,
2   B , 3  R A / l , 4  R B / l , 5  l min / l and
6  l k / l , where 3 , 4 , 5 and 6 are all
dimensionless variables. Based on the workspace and
formula of GCI, the effects of the design variables on
the dexterity and workspace can be discussed and
evaluated. The ball screw length limitation gives
l  200mm . Other design parameters that are not
discussed below are the same as specified in
Table 1.

b. The linear drive PKM
Figure 10. Workspace volumes of RPKM with different 1 & 2

As shown in figure 11, the workspace volumes increase
with 3 increasing and 4 decreasing. If we only want to
get the largest workspace volume, selecting the largest
value of 3 and the smallest value of 4 will be a good
choice.

3.4.1 Workspace effect analysis

Figure 10 shows the WVI curve when 1 and 2 are given
different values. It indicates that the workspace expands
as 1 increases. When 2  30 , the maximal workspace
volume can be obtained. Because the proposed RPKM
structures are symmetrical, the value of 1 should not be
larger than 60 , so we will let 1  60 and 2  30 for
the following analysis.

a. The telescopic drive PKM

b. The linear drive PKM

a. The telescopic drive PKM

Figure 11. Workspace volumes of the RPKM with different 3
and 4

www.intechopen.com
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As shown in figure 12, the design variable 5 only has
impact on the workspace volumes of the telescopic drive
PKM, while the design variable 6 only affects the
workspace volumes of the linear drive PKM. Workspace
increases with 5 increasing and 4 decreasing.
Workspace volumes increase as 6 increases and 4
decreases. If we only want to get the largest workspace,
selecting the largest values of 5 and 6 will be a good
choice. However, the increasing values of 5 and 6 will
decrease the stiffness of the machine.
a. The telescopic drive PKM

a. The telescopic drive PKM

b. The linear drive PKM
Figure 13.GCI of the RPKM with different 3 and 4

b. The linear drive PKM

a. The telescopic drive PKM

Figure12. Workspace volumes of the RPKM with different 4 ,

5 and 6

3.4.2 GCI effect analysis

As shown in figure 13, we can get the maximal GCI as
long as the value of 3 is close to one, and the values of
GCI increase as 4 decreases.
As shown in figure 14, the design variable of 5 only
affects the GCI of the telescopic drive PKM, while the
design variable of 6 only affects the linear drive PKM.
The maximal value of GCI can be obtained as the value of
5 and 6 are near 2.5. The values of GCI increase when
4 increases.
8
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b. The linear drive PKM
Figure14.GCI of the RPKM with different 4 , 5 and 6
www.intechopen.com

3.5 Dimension
nal variables deesign
The dimensiional variablees effects on WVI and GC
CIare
shown in Tab
ble 2.
Dimension
nal
1
variabless
Getting larger
60
WVI
Getting larger GCI
‐‐
Dimension
nal
4
variabless
Getting larger
The smalllest
WVI
valuee
The larg
gest
Getting larger GCI
valuee

2

3

‐‐

gest
The larg
valuee
Near 1

5

6

gest
The larg
valuee

gest
The larg
valuee

Near 2.5
2

Near 2.5
2

30

Table 2. The d
dimensional variiables effects on
n WVI and GCI

According to
o the definition
n of WVI and GCI, larger vaalues
of WVI and GCI
G indicate a larger worksspace volumee and
a better motiion dexterity of
o moving plaatform. If we only
analyse the workspace, design variiables should
d be
3  , 3  1.5 , 4  1.5 , 5  3.5
selected as 1  60 , 2  30
and 6  4 . However, thee GCI is very
y important in
n the
PKM’s performance, so we should conssider the GCI first,
pace.
and then eendeavour to obtain a laarger worksp
Therefore, acccording to thee GCI effect an
nalysis resultss, the
design variab
bles are selectted as 3  1 , 4  2.5 , 5  2.5
5 . According to figures 11, 12, 13 and
and 6  2.5
d 14,
when  3  1.2
25 , 4  2 , 5  3 and 6  3 , the RP
PKM
will get a larg
ger workspacee and reasonaable GCI relativ
vely.
Then the dim
mensional varriables can be calculated by
y the
ratio of dessign parametters i ,i  1,2,....,6 . Finally, the
dimensional variables of the
t RPKM can
n be obtained
d and
ble 3.
shown in Tab
Dimensionall variables R A
Valu
ue

l

400

200

60

z max

lk

400

600

800

200

How
wever, only two 6‐DOF PK
KMs are disccussed in thiss
paper. In the futture work, wee will design and research
h
otheer RPKMswith
h the same d
drive mode an
nd evaluation
n
indeex.

A (o)  B (o) l min

Dimensionall variables l max z min
Valu
ue

250

RB

(1) A new typee of strut is designed to realize eitherr
telescopic drrive or linearr drive witho
out any otherr
modules, wh
here the telesscopic drive mode
m
can bee
changed into
o linear drive mode easily and
a
in a shortt
period of tim
me.
d joint with tthree rotation
n freedoms iss
(2) A compound
designed to be a sphericaal joint, based
d on which a
o be obtained
d when onee
universal joint can also
ocked. Compaared with trad
ditional joints,,
rotation is lo
the general rotation ang
gle of the new
n
type off
nt or universaal joint is threee times largerr
spherical join
and can reach
h 60 .
(3) The indices of
o WVI and GC
CI are used to
o evaluate and
d
design the vaariables of thee 6‐DOF RPKM
M. According
g
to WVI and GCI
G analysis, tthe dimension
nless variabless
are obtained,, and then thee prototype is built. Milling
g
experiments proved that tthe new type of RPKM can
n
implement th
he machining function.

30

6
600

A (o)  B (o)
60

a The telescopicc drive PKM
a.

90

Table 3.The diimensional paraameter of the RP
PKM prototype

Based on Table
T
3, a 6‐DOF
6
RPKM
M prototype was
manufactured in 2010, as shown infiigure 15.In fiigure
16(a), the telescopic drive PKM was machining
m
one wax
pattern, and
d in figure 16(b), the linear drive PKM
P
prototype was
w machining
g another waax pattern, which
w
proved the feeasibility of th
he 6‐DOF RPK
KM prototype.
4. Conclusion
n
In this paperr, a 6‐DOF RP
PKM is proposed, which caan be
assembled in
nto either thee telescopic drive
d
PKM orr the
linear drive PKM
P
with thee same modulle set. Conclussions
can be drawn
n as follows:

www.intechopen.com

b. The linear d
drive PKM
Figu
ure 15. The 6‐DO
OF RPKM proto
otype
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Milling by tellescopic drive PKM
P

Milling by linear
l
drive PKM
M
Figure 16. Millling wax pattern
n
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